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COLD OPEN

TITLE: 5:47 PM

TITLE: on a Thursday

TITLE: Philadelphia, PA.

Over the titles:

MAC
I don’t understand.  What’s 
taking him so long?  Hey Buddy, 
you’ve been at it for like 15 
minutes.

DENNIS
The one time we hire an actual 
accountant, we get a dumb one.  
Mac here used to get those tax 
things done in like 3 minutes.

MAC
Top to bottom.

DENNIS
Top to bottom.  And he’s not a 
professional.

MAC
Not even a little bit.

FADE IN:

INT. PADDY’S BACK OFFICE - EVENING

Dennis and Mac hovering over a poor rookie ACCOUNTANT, 
early 20, African American, sitting at the desk.  

Charlie is touching the accountant’s brief case.

ACCOUNTANT
Don’t go through... leave my 
brief...

MAC
Don’t worry about him; finish our 
taxes, that’s what we’re paying 
you for.
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ACCOUNTANT
For what you’re paying me!

DENNIS
We’re giving you an opportunity 
to further your career, so get on 
with it.  Further it!

MAC
Don’t they teach you how to count 
in counting school?

CHARLIE
I love to count.  One, three, 
four, six.  

ACCOUNTANT
Well, you owe the IRS fourteen 
thousand dollars.

MAC
Fourteen thousand dollars, that’s 
awesome!

DENNIS
Oh my god, what are we gonna buy 
with that money?  

MAC
We gotta think!

DEE
We’re getting money?

Dee rushes in from the bar.

DENNIS
Dude, we’re totally getting an 
espresso machine.

MAC
No way.  

DEE
That’s just stupid.

CHARLIE
Ridiculous!
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DENNIS 
What?  Espresso’s really good.

DEE
No, we need to get something that 
we can all enjoy as a group.  

CHARLIE
Yes, absolutely.

MAC
I got it; let’s all get matching 
tattoos of Paddy’s Pub.  Dennis 
and I will get them in bold 
letters cause we’re the owners 
and you and Dee get a regular 
font tattoo.

DENNIS
I don’t want to get a tattoo.  My 
skin’s way too perfect for that.

MAC
It’ll make your muscle stand out 
big time.  

DENNIS
You think?

MAC
For sure.

DEE
It’ll have to be a really, really 
small tattoo then.

ACCOUNTANT
Hmm, excuse me, you didn’t 
understand me correctly, you owe 
the IRS fourteen thousand 
dollars.

CUT TO:

MAIN TITLES
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ACT I

INT. PADDY’S PUB - MOMENTS LATER

MAC
I thought we were gonna get 
money.  

CHARLIE
That accountant sucked.  First he 
tells us we made money then we 
owe money, what a jackass.

MAC
Don’t say that Charlie, it’s 
racist.

CHARLIE
No it’s not.

MAC
If he were a white accountant it 
wouldn’t be racist to call him a 
jackass, but he’s black and 
you’re not, so you can’t. 

CHARLIE
So if I was Black, I could call 
him a jackass?

MAC
No.

CHARLIE
Why not?

MAC
Cause it’s rude.

CHARLIE 
What can I say then?

MAC
Nothing, you can’t say anything.   
That’s just how it is.

CHARLIE
I’m sure you can be black and a 
jackass, Mac.
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DEE 
What are we gonna do?

DENNIS
It’s no big deal.  Frank’s gonna 
pay for it.

FRANK
I’m not paying for nothing!

DENNIS
Come on, Frank!

FRANK
I don’t believe in the IRS.  
Paying taxes’ for losers.

DENNIS 
Dee, can you give us fourteen 
thousand dollars?

DEE
You’ll pay me back?

DENNIS
Of course.

DEE
Okay, then, fourteen thousand 
dollars at 13.99% interest, over 
6 months, it’s like...

DENNIS
...You’re charging me interest?  
I’m your brother.

DEE 
I am giving you a considerable 
family discount.

MAC
Fine, we’ll pay whatever.  So you 
give us the money?

DEE
Deal.

(to Frank)
Frank, can you give me fourteen 
thousand dollars?
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FRANK
I’m serious you guys; I’m not 
giving you shit.

CUT TO:

INT. PADDY’S BAR - LATER

The gang is plotting at the bar.

MAC
How are we gonna make fourteen 
thousand dollars?

DENNIS
We’re screwed.

Charlie enters with a bunch of boxes on a forklift.

CHARLIE
Don’t worry people, Charlie’s 
here to save the day as per 
usual.

DEE
What’s with the boxes?

CHARLIE
Well, Deandra, while you guys 
were moping around coming up with 
zero ideas on how to get that 
money, I, Charlie, here, made us 
fourteen thousand dollars.

MAC
How?

Mac opens the box we see copies of twenty dollars bill on 
regular paper.

DEE
That’s your great idea; 
photocopies of twenty-dollar 
bills?

CHARLIE
Not bad, huh?

Dee grabs a couple of sheets.
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DEE
There’s nothing on the back, 
Charlie!

CHARLIE
Yeah, I couldn’t figure out how 
to make double-sided copies.

DEE
So what are you gonna do, glue 
two sheets of papers back to 
back?

CHARLIE
No, Dee, that'll be way too 
obvious.  I’ll just give them 
twice as many copies, that’s all.

DEE
You’re retarded.

CHARLIE
Do you know how to make double-
sided color copies Dee?  Hmm, do 
you?

DEE
No, I, Hmm...

CHARLIE
That’s what I thought.  It’s very 
complicated.

Frank enters, takes one look at the copies.

FRANK
You’re going to jail.

DEE
Ah! See.

CHARLIE
Why do you say that?

FRANK
These look really fake, you’re 
going to jail for sure.

CHARLIE
But I don’t want to go to jail.
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DEE
Doesn’t matter.

CHARLIE
What if I put them in the washing 
machine for a spin or two?  

FRANK
You’re going to jail.

CHARLIE
Like money “laundry-ing.”

MAC
If Charlie’s goes to jail, who’s 
going to clean the toilets then?

They all look at each other.

DENNIS
I never thought I’d say this, 
but... I’ll sell my Range Rover.

MAC
What?

DENNIS
I’ll do it for Paddy’s.

CUT TO:

EXT. CAR DEALERSHIP - DAY

Mac and Dennis enter the car dealership.  They approach a 
CAR SALESMAN, 53, greasy, overweight.  

MAC
Dennis, let me handle it.

DENNIS
Are you sure?

MAC
I’ll intimidate the shit outta 
him; he won’t know what hit him.

(to the Car salesman)
Hello sir, we’re looking to sell 
you a fine automobile this 
morning.
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Dennis, Mac and the car salesman look at Dennis’s car.

CAR SALESMAN
I’ll give you ten thousand for 
it.

DENNIS
It’s worth at least fifteen 
grand.

MAC
(to Dennis)

Dennis, I got it, trust me.
(to the car salesman)

Fourteen.

CAR SALESMAN
Nine thousand!

MAC
Thirteen-fifty.

CAR SALESMAN
Seven.

MAC
(to Dennis)

He’s good; he’s real good.  He’s 
a tough cookie.  

(to the car sales man)
Thirteen.

CAR SALESMAN
Five.

MAC
Twelve.

CAR SALESMAN
Four.

MAC
I think I better stop right now 
otherwise you’re going to owe him 
some serious cash.

CUT TO:
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INT. PADDY’S PUB - MOMENTS LATER

Mac and Dennis enter the pub; Charlie and Dee are at the 
bar.

DEE
So, how much did you get?

MAC
He got a really good deal.

DENNIS
Well, after taxes and all, I got 
two thousand.

MAC
Not bad.

DEE
Why did you pay taxes?

DENNIS
Dee, I don’t have time to explain 
to you all the intricacies of 
business making.

MAC
Yeah, Dee, it’s really complex.

CHARLIE
So what are we going to do now, 
we don’t even have Dennis’s car 
to sell anymore?

DEE
I’ll tell you what we’re gonna 
do.  We set up sex chat rooms 
over the Internet, make money 
straight from home.

CHARLIE
I love sex; especially the 
Missionary position.  Missionary 
from the front.  Missionary from 
the back, missionary from the 
side.  I love it!

MAC
Really Dee!  At your age, that’s 
all you can come up with?  
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Who in their right mind would pay 
you of all people for sex?

DEE
Okay, well, what do you smart 
asses suggest we do then?

MAC
Wait until you hear this.  This 
is great:  we marry foreign women 
and we charge them for green 
cards!

DENNIS
That’s a great idea.

DEE
No, it’s not better than my idea!  
Why do you think my idea is a 
stupid idea? People pay for sex 
all the time.

MAC
First of all Dee; you don’t even 
have a computer.  

DEE
And where are you going to find 
these foreign wives?  It’s not 
like they grow on trees you know.

MAC
No they don’t, but they do grow 
in mail order bride catalogs.

DEE
This is ridiculous you guys; it 
costs five thousand dollars to 
get a mail order bride.

MAC
Yes Dee, that’s why we’re going 
to charge them ten thousand 
dollars to do their paper work 
for them.  

CHARLIE
Sweet, we’re gonna triple our 
investment.
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DEE
You don’t even know how to count!

CHARLIE
Let me see that catalog.

DEE
Shut the fuck up Charlie.

DENNIS
With my physique and my wit, 
getting a mail order bride will 
be a piece of cake.

DEE
Of course Dennis, you’re paying 
for them.  If you ask, they’ll 
even tell you you’re smart.

DENNIS
I won’t have to ask for that 
thank you very much; they’re just 
gonna want to say it, all the 
time! 

DEE
You know what, I’ll guarantee you 
two losers that I’ll raise more 
money than you will!

DENNIS 
You’re on.

Dee exits and stops in front of Frank.

DEE
Hey Frank, can you buy me a 
computer?

FRANK
Why do you want a computer, Dee?  
So that you can educate your 
little self?

DEE
Yeah.

FRANK
You know very well that I don’t 
like women to be educated.
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DEE
I want to start my own internet 
sex chat room.

He hands her his credit card.

FRANK
Why didn’t you say so?

At the bar, Charlie is frantically flipping through the 
catalogue.

CHARLIE
So what color brides are we 
getting?

DENNIS
Charlie, easy.  

Dennis takes the catalog from Charlie’s hands.

DENNIS (CONT’D)
It’s not the Sears catalog.

CHARLIE
I want to get married too.

MAC
Well, you can’t.

CHARLIE
Why not?

MAC
Because they’ll probably charge 
us to marry you!

DENNIS
Don’t you have a load of fake 
money to wash?

CHARLIE
Ah! Man!  Come on!

Charlie exits.  Mac and Dennis are choosing their wives.

MAC 
I think I’d like to try an Asian 
one.
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DENNIS
Really?  I didn’t think you’d go 
Asian.

MAC
I’d like to try it.  They’re so 
cute with their little eyes and 
their little feet, plus, I could 
practice my martial arts moves, 
you know.

DENNIS
We can’t go around beating on our 
wives?

MAC
Sure we can;we’re the customers; 
the customer’s always right.

DENNIS
Right! That’s awesome!

MAC
You can do what ever you want 
Dennis, and if they complain you 
just ship them back to where they 
came from.

DENNIS
Why didn’t we think about this 
sooner?  Look at this one; she’s 
hot.

MAC
Her mouth is a little too big.

DENNIS
No, not for me, it’s not.

MAC 
Hey look; they have a special on 
Russians, two brides for the 
price of one.

DENNIS 
Wow, that’s awesome.

MAC
Is it patriotic to fuck Russian?
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DENNIS
What do you mean?

MAC
With the Cold War and all.

DENNIS
Well, if anything it can be our 
way of contributing towards 
ending the cold war.

MAC
You’re right; it’s kind of our 
duty as Americans.

DENNIS
Right.  We owe it to our people.

MAC
Let’s get those ones.

CUT TO:

INT. COMPUTER STORE - DAY

Storage room, Dee’s holding a new computer.  She’s has a 
hard time understanding the INDIAN SALESMAN’S accent.

DEE
So what’s the best way for me to 
get this thing started?

INDIAN SALESMAN
You need to set up a PayPal 
account.

DEE
A what?

INDIAN SALESMAN
A PayPal account.

DEE
A people account?

INDIAN SALESMAN
PayPal.

DEE
Popol?  Like the pope!
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INDIAN SALESMAN
No a PayPal account.  Where you 
can receive money and send money 
without giving your credit card 
number?

DEE
Aaah!  No, I don’t...understand.

He puts his hand out.

INDIAN SALESMAN
I will do it and send you the 
information on an e-mail.

She hands him a ten dollar bill.  He keeps his hand out.

DEE
You’ll send it to me.

INDIAN SALESMAN
Yes.

She puts another ten dollar bill in his hand; he keeps his 
hand out. She puts another twenty.

DEE
Get yourself some speech therapy 
classes.

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S APARTMENT - DAY

Frank’s cooking.  Charlie storms in.

CHARLIE
Why couldn’t you give Mac and 
Dennis the money?  Now they’re 
gonna have sex all the time and 
I’ll be all alone.

FRANK
What makes you think they’re 
gonna have sex all the time?

CHARLIE
They’re getting married Frank, 
and having sex is what married 
people do all the time.  
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What am I gonna do while they’re 
coming all over the place, Hmm?  
Nothing.  Thanks to you.

FRANK
You’re too stressed out man, 
relax.

CHARLIE
I am relaxed!

FRANK
You want to know why it never 
worked out with the waitress?

CHARLIE 
What are you talking about?  It’s 
working perfectly fine with her.

FRANK
She doesn’t talk to you and when 
she does she insults you, oh, and 
she sleeps with your friends.  
How is that working perfectly 
fine?

CHARLIE
What’s your point?

FRANK
If you want to have her, you have 
to make her jealous.

CHARLIE
That shit doesn’t work.

FRANK
Do exactly what I tell you to do, 
and I guarantee the waitress will 
be yours.

CHARLIE
Oh yeah, and what type of 
experience do you have in this 
field Frank?
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FRANK
I got plenty.  Step one, you make 
her jealous.  

CUT TO:

INT. CHARLIE’S APARTMENT - DAY

Frank is taking pictures of Charlie hugging a semi-nude 
man.

CHARLIE
I don’t see how pictures of me 
practically making out with 
another dude will get me the 
waitress Frank.

FRANK
He’s a Chippendale.

CHARLIE
That’s not the point.

FRANK
Charlie, women want to see 
camaraderie amongst men.  They 
eat that shit up.

CUT TO:

INT. COMPUTER STORE - AFTERNOON

Dee is screaming at the Indian salesman.

DEE
What the fuck did you do?  And 
don’t pretend like you don’t 
understand what I’m saying, cause 
I know my English is excellent!

INDIAN SALESMAN
What are you talking about?

DEE
I’m being charged pal. My clients 
are charging me, I’m supposed to 
be charging them!

The Indian sales man laughs.
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INDIAN SALESMAN
Who would pay money to sexy chat 
with you? You silly, silly 
American girl.

DEE
I can make money; people want to 
sex chat me.

INDIAN SALESMAN
Come on. Leave that to the young 
attractive people.

DEE
(With an Indian Accent)

Fuck you, Raj-id, fuck you and 
your dot.

She storms out.

CUT TO:

INT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY

Charlie walks up to the WAITRESS.

WAITRESS
What do you want, Charlie?

CHARLIE
So, you were probably wondering 
where I’ve been all this time.

WAITRESS
No, not really.

He shows her a picture.

CHARLIE
I’ve been hanging out with my 
good friend.  You know, spending 
time with the fellows.

WAITRESS 
Are you gay now?

CHARLIE
No, it’s a picture about 
friendship. 
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WAITRESS
It’s fine if you’re gay.

CHARLIE
I’m not gay.  It’s about 
camaraderie.

CUT TO:

INT. PADDY’S BAR - EVENING

Mac and Dennis all dressed up, drink Vodka at the bar.

MAC
Cheers.

DENNIS
To Russians who want to be 
Americans.

Dennis and Mac are toasting to their new wives.

MAC
To green cards.

The door opens.  Two gorgeous Russian women enter, TATIANA, 
and ALLA.

DENNIS
They’re here.

MAC
Oh my lord.  

DENNIS
They’re gorgeous.

MAC 
They look better than in the 
pictures.

DENNIS
How’s my hair?

Mac and Dennis can’t takes their eyes of their spouses.

MAC 
Fine.  Mine.
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DENNIS 
Great.  Go ask them for the 
money.

MAC
You go.

TATIANA
Hi.  I am Tatiana.

Mac and Dennis both giggle.

FADE OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT II

FADE IN:

EXT. A PATHWAY IN A PARK - DAY

Dee is walking through the park.  A young boy runs next to 
her, when he passes her she follows him with her eyes.  She 
has an idea.

CUT TO:

EXT. A PARK BENCH - DAY

Dee on the computer, a bunch of kids are playing next to 
her.

DEE
(Speaking as she types.)

Even though I am a little boy, 
I’m looking for a friend to chat 
with.

She gets a response.

DEE (CONT’D)
Bingo.

She continues typing.

CUT TO:

INT. PADDY’S BAR - DAY

Charlie enters and heads toward the office, he sees the  
two Russians at the bar.

CHARLIE
Hey Ladies.  Hello.

The women look at him but don’t respond.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Hello you!  Hey, I’m talking to 
you, hey.  Why don’t you talk to 
me?  What’s wrong with you?

MAC
They don’t speak English, 
Charlie.
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CHARLIE 
Oh, I see, too pretty to speak 
English?  

MAC
They’re Russian, Charlie.

CHARLIE
Well, they could say hello.

DENNIS
Charlie, please, could you not 
yell at our wives.

CHARLIE
These are your wives?

DENNIS
Yes.

CHARLIE
Really, wow, you guys did good. 

MAC
Didn’t spend that much money 
either.

CHARLIE
Can I borrow them for 20 minutes 
or so?  I got to make the 
waitress jealous so I can sleep 
with her.

DENNIS
No, you can’t.

CHARLIE
Why not?

DENNIS
The waitress’s a terrible lay.

CHARLIE
At least she speaks English.

MAC
Charlie, it doesn’t matter what 
language you speak when you’re 
going dow...
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Frank enters.

FRANK
Holy shit.  What are these two 
doing here?

CHARLIE
They’re the mail order brides.

FRANK
Really?  They’re way too pretty 
for you.

DENNIS
Thank you.

Frank exits towards the office, Charlie follows him.

MAC
When do we get to sleep with 
them?

DENNIS
I don’t know.  Ask them.

Mac turns to the ladies.

MAC
When do we get to fuck you?

Mac gestures having sex.

MAC (CONT’D)
She doesn’t understand.

Tatiana pushes a glass of Vodka in Mac’s hand.

TATIANA
Tonight, we go out. Yes.

CUT TO:

INT. PADDY’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Charlie follows Frank in the office. 

CHARLIE
Frank, the waitress thinks I’m 
gay now.
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FRANK
Why?

CHARLIE
Because of the Chippendale.

FRANK
Well, if she can’t understand 
platonic friendship between two 
men, I don’t think you should 
pursue her Charlie.

CHARLIE
What’s step two of your plan - 
cause step one sucked.

FRANK
I don't have a step two.

CHARLIE
What?  That’s the shittiest plan 
in the history of plan making. 

FRANK
I never had to have a step two 
before.  Usually, step one’s 
enough.

CHARLIE
Just take some pictures of me.

FRANK 
What do you mean?

CHARLIE
Take pictures of me, doing like 
everyday activities, like me 
sitting at the desk and stuff; 
I’ll show her I’m like everybody 
else and then she’ll want me; 
she’ll have too.

FRANK
Okay.
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CHARLIE
Wait.  Should I be naked?  I 
think I should be naked!  It’ll 
be more natural if I’m naked.

CUT TO:

INT. A PARK - DAY

Dee in the middle of the play ground.  She calls on a seven 
year-old boy.

DEE 
Hey kid, look at the camera real 
quick.  Look at me like you’re 
naughty but nice.  Great.  Now, 
look at me like you have a 
secret.

Dee takes a picture.

DEE (CONT’D)
Don’t smile too much.

The kid smiles a little less.

DEE (CONT’D)
Less.

The kid smiles a little less.

DEE (CONT’D)
You know what?  Don’t smile at 
all, okay?

Another boy approaches Dee.

KID
Take a picture of me.

Dee looks at him.

DEE
No thanks.

KID
Why not?
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DEE
Cause you’re ugly.  Make sure you 
stay in school or you won’t make 
it in this world, kid.

Dee turns to the first boy.

DEE (CONT’D)
Hey, hey kid, what do little boys 
call their penises these days?  
Dick, John or wang?

BOY
Wee-wee.

DEE
Of course, so what do you call 
your butt?

BOY
(To his mother)

Mom.  The lady’s asking about my 
butt.

Dee gets up and runs away.

CUT TO:

INT. PADDY’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

CHARLIE
Let me see the picture.   Whatta 
fuck there’s nothing-there Frank, 
what happened?

FRANK
Your dick’s too white; I guess 
with the flash... it’s too white; 
it fucks up the whole picture.

CHARLIE
Stay right here, I’ll be right 
back.

CUT TO:

INT. DEE’S APARTMENT - MOMENTS LATER

Knock at the door, Dee opens, Charlie enters.
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CHARLIE
Hey, you got self-tanning lotion?

DEE
Bathroom, why?

Charlie enters the bathroom.

CHARLIE
No reason.

DEE
Hey listen, would a seven year 
old know what a dirty Sanchez is?

CHARLIE
Of course.

DEE
Would a 7 year old know how to 
spell it?

CHARLIE
Of course.

DEE
How’s do you spell dirty Sanchez, 
Charlie?

CHARLIE
4 letters, “dae”, “rtee”, “sans”, 
“chaise”  

Showing the lotion.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Thanks.

DEE
No, thank you.

Charlie exits.

CUT TO:

INT. PADDY’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Charlie gets undressed.  Frank’s ready to take pictures.
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FRANK
It’s orange now.

CHARLIE 
What?

FRANK
You put on too much self-tanning 
lotion.  It’s orange.  

CHARLIE
Who cares, take a picture!

FRANK
No way.

CHARLIE
It’s not about it’s color Frank!  

FRANK
I have artistic integrity Charlie 
I am not taking a picture of an 
orange sick looking penis.

Frank storms out.

CUT TO:

EXT. AN ALLEY - NIGHT

Mac and Dennis tipsy are following their spouses through a 
back alley.

MAC
I didn’t know there was a club 
here.

DENNIS
Dude, our Russians wives know the 
coolest joints.

INT. TANNING SALON - DAY

Charlie stands in front of a tanning bed.  He pops a bunch 
of Viagra.

CHARLIE
No tan line, thank you very much.
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He puts his penis in the machine.

CUT TO:

EXT. AN ALLEY - NIGHT

Dennis and Mac and their wives approach VLADIMIR, 34, 
Russian, tall, huge, goatee, leather coat and his 
bodybuilder bodyguard.  Vladimir greets the ladies and they 
talk in Russian while looking at Dennis and Mac.

DENNIS
They even know the bouncers!!!!  
How cool is that?

VLADIMIR
Hmm, mmm, Hmm, mmm, da, da, da.

DENNIS
She’s so sexy.

Dennis and Mac don’t know what to do so they smile a lot.

DENNIS (CONT’D)
He sounds gay!

MAC
That’s just Russian.

Vladimir puts his hands on Mac and Dennis’s shoulders, and 
starts walking them towards an open door further down in 
the alley.

VLADIMIR
So, friend.  Both of you are in 
great shape.

MAC
Yes we are.

VLADIMIR
Do you work out?

MAC
Well, I dabble in martial arts, 
yes.

Mac demonstrates his moves.
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VLADIMIR
Impressive.  

DENNIS
I work on my abs everyday.  I do 
about 100, 102 crunches a day.

Dennis lifts his shirt and shows Vladimir his abs.

VLADIMIR
Beautiful.  Well, you are a very 
attractive, very pretty pretty 
boys.

DENNIS
(Blushing)

If you’re worried about your 
friends, I mean, our wives, just 
know that they’re in good hands.

Vladimir continues to walk them to the door.

VLADIMIR
That’s good to know.

MAC
We’ll take good care of them.

VLADIMIR
Get in.

(to the women)
I’ll find out if they can be 
prostitutes. 

They all enter a side room.  Vladimir closes the door 
behind them.

VLADIMIR (CONT’D)
You see, there is a growing 
demand for male prostitutes these 
days, especially American male 
prostitutes.

DENNIS
Well, in this economy, it doesn’t 
surprise me.

MAC
Is it men or women hiring male 
prostitutes?
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VLADIMIR
Men.

MAC
Ah, yeah, of course, it’s cause 
they have the money.

VLADIMIR
Take off your clothes.

DENNIS
Why?

The bouncer rips their clothes off. 

MAC
Hey, in America it’s not polite 
to rip off other people’s 
clothes.

The bouncer punches both of them in the stomach.

VLADIMIR
You lucky bastards have been 
chosen to work for us.

DENNIS
In what capacity?

VLADIMIR
Working boys.

MAC
I don’t want to be a prostitute.

VLADIMIR
You didn’t think these beautiful 
ladies were really going to be 
your wives did you?

DENNIS 
We’d make terrible prostitutes, 
I, I ejaculate prematurely...

MAC
Me too.

DENNIS
That’s my excuse.
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MAC
Well, I, I, I can’t get it up.

VLADIMIR 
Don’t worry, you can always be a 
bottom anyway.

The bodyguard hands a stack of bills to the two women who 
were waiting behind the door.  They leave.

CUT TO:

INT. PADDY’S OFFICE - EVENING

Dee’s typing on the computer.  

Charlie is sitting at the bar, with a massive erection.

DEE
(with a little boy’s 
voice)

I can’t wait to see you sir.

CHARLIE
He can’t hear you, you know that 
right?

DEE
It helps me get in character.

CHARLIE
I’m faint.

DEE 
You’ve had that erection for like 
5 hours now.

CHARLIE
I know, I get no blood to my 
head. 

Frank storms in.

FRANK
Charlie, I was able to Photoshop 
your pictures, we can see your 
penis in all of them now.

CHARLIE
Why is the room spinning?
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FRANK
Let me show you, Dee, give me 
your computer for a second.

DEE
I have a sex chat appointment in 
2 minutes.

FRANK
Let me borrow it, Dee, what’s 
wrong with you?

DEE
Frank, some of us have to work, 
you know.

CHARLIE
Oh god. 

Charlie falls of his chair, faints, and just lays 
unconscious on the floor.

FRANK
Give me the computer.

Frank and Dee are fighting over the computer.  Frank grabs 
it and now stands in the middle of Paddy’s with the 
computer.

Three officers from Child Protective Services enter the 
bar.

FADE TO:

INT. PADDY’S BAR - MOMENTS LATER

Same cast, Charlie is still on the floor.

FRANK
This is not my computer, it’s my 
daughter’s.

OFFICER
Ma'am, is this yours?

DEE
Well...

OFFICER
Is “littleDee,” your user name?
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DEE
Yes, but...

OFFICER
We’re looking for children 
pretending to be eighteen or 
younger in the sole intent of 
having intercourse with adult 
males.

FRANK
That’s sick!

OFFICER
Yes, it is.  Yes it is.  How old 
are you?

DEE
I’m 29.

OFFICER
Oh, well, then, you’re fine.  
Sorry for the trouble.

DEE
And I’m also a female.

OFFICER
What’s with him?

The officer looks at Charlie laying on the floor.

DEE
Too much Viagra.

OFFICER
That’ll do it!

FRANK 
It’s nice to know that you guys 
are here to protect us from 
deranged youth!

EXT. AN ALLEY - EVENING

Dennis and Mac are being tossed out of the room.
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VLADIMIR
We couldn’t even sell you to 
teach sex education class in a 
third world country.  You are the 
worst fucks in the entire world!

INT. PADDY’S BAR - EVENING

Dennis and Mac are at the bar.

DENNIS
I thought I was pretty good.

MAC
Yeah, me too.

DENNIS
Maybe I didn’t moan enough.

MAC
No, no, you did. My ass hurts.

DENNIS
Don’t think about it, bro.

The accountant enters.

DENNIS (CONT’D)
You!  We don’t have your IRS 
money yet...

MAC
But we’ll have it pretty soon.

ACCOUNTANT
That’s okay, I was just going 
through your file and I realized 
that I made a mistake.

DENNIS
Great.

MAC
Let me guess. It’s the government 
that owes us fourteen thousand 
dollars.

ACCOUNTANT
Yes, exactly. 
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DENNIS
That’s great.

ACCOUNTANT
I apologize.

MAC
I need ice.

THE END.
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